What Qualifies A Child For A Medical Exemption To Vaccination?

Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis (ADEM), an inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous system, in reaction to a vaccine, or vaccine combination? NO

Brain seizures immediately following a vaccine, or multi-vaccine combination? NO

Idiopathic Thrombocytopenic Purpura (causes the immune system to destroy blood platelets) post vaccination? NO

Automatic medical exemption for your remaining children to a vaccine, or vaccines, after one of your children dies due to a particular vaccine combination? NO

Active Multiple Sclerosis, or multiple sclerosis resulting from a vaccine? NO

Type 1 Diabetes development post well-visit vaccinations? NO

Lupus development post well-visit vaccinations? NO

Rheumatoid Arthritis development attributable to vaccination? NO

Moderate Allergy to a vaccine component or to a vaccine (hives, itching, and difficulty breathing)? NO

Guillain-Barré syndrome (ascending paralysis) occurring 6 weeks and ONE DAY post vaccination? NO

Facial palsy, asthma, or vasculitis after a vaccine or vaccines? NO

Henoch-Schönlein purura (inflammatory disease of blood vessels) after a vaccine? NO

Pancreatitis post vaccination? NO

Paralysis post vaccination? NO

What does qualify a child for a medical exemption to a vaccine per the CDC?

1. Your child is actively receiving chemotherapy for cancer.
2. Your child has Severe Combined Immune Deficiency, or SCID.
3. Your child has just had a recent organ or blood cell transplant.
4. Your child has had prior severe anaphylaxis from a vaccine or vaccine component.

THAT’S IT-- Nothing else.

Conditions Commonly Misperceived as Contraindications to Vaccination (CDC):
http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/recs/vac-admin/contraindications-misconceptions.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/recs/vac-admin/contraindications-vacc.htm